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Abstract
Sports casting on TV has become the most popular program. Generally, a TV audience wholly
watches a sports program from a spectator’s point of view. Therefore it is difficult for them to
directly sense the excitement or enjoyment that the athlete they are watching is feeling. Broadcasting
what the athlete is sensing, thinking or feeling while s/he is in the heat of competition to the
audience directly, can allow the audience to experience the athlete vicariously with the use of a
VR system. We call such a new broadcasting system a realistic sports cast (RSC). We have been
focusing on marathons for our pilot RSC system and, in this paper, we introduce a method of
broadcasting information on how a professional athlete is feeling tired while running. By using
our athletic ability regulating method by the pulse rate, a system can adjust the running speed of
the viewer, and consequently, allow the viewer to share a feeling of fatigue with the athlete.
Keywords: Sports casting, Locomotion Interface, VR, Multimedia display

1. Introduction
When we engage in a sports activity, we can choose either “to participate in the sports” by
ourselves or “ to watch the sports casting” of professional athletes. In the latter case, since the TV
audience wholly watches the sports program from a spectator’s point of view, it is difficult for
them to sense the excitement or enjoyment that the athlete they are watching is feeling. Considering this, we are studying a new method for the spectator sports market, called “Realistic Sports
Casting: (RSC)”, which allows TV viewers to directly feel what their favorite sports stars are
feeling as if they are playing the sports as the stars. As the final goal of RSC, we want the system
to collect what an athlete is watching, hearing, feeling and sensing using body-worn sensors, and
to have this information be broadcasted live to viewing homes. Then in a home, a viewer can
experience for himself/herself what an athlete is going through in the field through several VR
devices. Consequently we want the viewer to experience the athlete’s feeling, mindset, pleasure,
or pain vicariously without a noisy sports commentator.
To achieve RSC for various sporting events, the system needs to be capable of handling various
type of intersensory information concerning an athlete. Furthermore, it needs many smart and
small sensors and displays.
Therefore, as a pilot RSC system, we aimed at marathons, because the motions of marathon
runners remain relatively stable and the race process of marathons does not change so drastically
race to race[1,2]. Figure 1 shows the concept of our RSC system. Each athlete in a race wears a
small CCD camera, a set of microphones, and some motion and biometric sensors. Ideally, the
obtained results should be integrated and broadcasted to all viewers in real time. In the pilot
system, we record the results into a VCR and PC for experimental and technical reasons. In this
process, the pilot system adds such information as how, where and what kind road each runner is
running on manually. In each viewing home, viewer prepare a VR deck , that is composed of a
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large projection screen, a computer controlled treadmill, and a motion platform at the pilot system. The athletes view is displayed on the screen and the viewer runs on the treadmill, which is
driven at the athlete’s running speed. Moreover, when the athlete is running one slope or going
around a curve, the motion platform recreate the same road condition.
In a recent study, we confirmed that the pilot system can give subjects more positive subjective
impressions than the traditional marathon sport casing way approach[2]. In the experiment, we
simply drove the treadmill belt at the same speed as the demo athlete in the model race. However,
if the athlete were an Olympic champ, it would be impossible for us to run with the athlete even
for a moment as shown in Figure 2. For this reason, we were concerned with how to share the pain
or the feeling of exhaustion between the athlete and the viewer. After careful thought, we have
developed a new method that can regulate the athlete’s and viewer’s fatigue by controlling the
running speed. Using this method, the viewer can enjoy an Olympic champ in his/her own athletic
ability. Here, we introduce the concept of “workload”, which can obliquely represent how the
runner feels tired.
In the following section, an athlete who runs in the field is called a “player” and a viewer who
vicariously experience the player is called a “replayer.” First, we discuss how to estimate the rate
of a runner’s fatigue in section 2. Then, we introduce the automatic regulation method for RSC in
section 3. In section 4, we show experimental results in two conditions, i.e. controlled and field
conditions.

2. Estimation of a Runner’s Fatigue
The purpose of the paper is allowing to allow a replayer to share a feeling of fatigue a player in
a RSC system. First of all, we have to consider what is fatigue and how to measure it. The problems are that the simple word “fatigue” includes many definitions and also that it is not easing
measured and controlled directly. In our proposal, we introduce a method of obliquely measuring
and regulating the rate of fatigue.
2.1 Measuring Method of a Runner’s Fatigue
The best method to share a feeling of fatigue between a player and a replayer in the RSC system
is to control the running speed according to subjective answers given by both the player and the
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replayer. Borg proposed the “Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE)” to evaluate the subjective rate
of fatigue while doing exercise[3]. Table 1 shows an RPE table with Japanese expressions made by
Onodera[4]. Since the subject has to answer RPE orally while running, the RPE method does not fit
our purpose. However, RPE shows a high correlation with other physiological measuring methods[4,5], and so we use the method for verification purposes in a later experiments.
As automatic and direct measurement methods, physiological measuring methods such as oxygen uptake methods, blood levels of lactic acid methods, and heart rate methods, have been studied widely. The amount of oxygen uptake shows the most incisive response to the loading state
while one is exercising. Therefore, such methods have been widely used in recent training program. These methods, however, put a huge strain on the subject and require complex equipments.
Accordingly, they are unfit for RSC. Blood levels of lactic acid methods also directly show responses to loading state, but the subject must undergo blood sampling several times[6]. Heart rate
methods show the relationship to the oxygen uptake level, and the heart rate can be measured
simply[7]. These methods, however, are greatly affected by some mental factors such as strain or
completely unexpected events.
2.2 Proposed Method
Considering these conventional methods for measuring a runner’s fatigue, we employ a pulse
rate method to estimate a runner’s fatigue obliquely. The pulse rate is only slightly affected by
vessel diameter and time lag like the heart beat. However, it shows a good mutual relationship
with the heart rate, and can be measured more conveniently without stress. It should be noted that
the pulse rate method is also affected by some mental factors like the above heart rate methods. To
solve this disadvantage, we introduce an indirect factor called the “workload,” which indicates
the personalized runner’s loading state while s/he is running.
Here, we introduce two assumptions, i.e. a runner who is running at a higher workload feels
more fatigue subjectively, and when two subjects are not running at the same running speed but at
the same workload, they get the same feeling of exhaustion. On these assumptions, the proposed
method measures the workload with a characteristic function that is measured beforehand in each
runner, and it can control the workload so that both the player and replayer can share the same
feeling of exhaustion without bad effects from other factors.

Table 1 Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE)
Borg's English scale

20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6

Onodera's Japanese scale

Very very hard
Very hard
Hard
Somewhat hard
Fairly light
Very light
Very very light
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2.3 Definition of Workload
As mentioned above, the workload indicates a personalized loading state as ones maximum
allowable limit of exercise. We defined workload by the following enumeration function of the
pulse rate referencing a function of the heart rate[5].

WL =

PR − PRrest
× 100 [%]
PR max − PRrest

(1)

Here, PR denote the pulse rate while running, PRrest is the pulse rate at rest, and PRmax is the
maximum pulse rate while doing exercise. To measuring PRmax exactly, an exercise tolerance
test is required. In this test, the subject must run 1500 m at full stride, and the maximum pulse rate
in the process is taken as PRmax. However, since the test is done under dangerous conditions, we
employ the following widely used simplification technique using the subject’s age[5].

PRmax = 220 - (Subject's Age)

(2)

After obtaining the workloads from both the player and replayer, the system can adjust the
regulated rate of the exercise load of the replayer while referencing the player’s load.
2.4 Relation between Workload and RPE
We tested the first assumption that “a runner who is running at a higher workload feels more
fatigue subjectively” on a treadmill. Five subjects were asked to run on a treadmill for six minutes
at constant speeds (three speeds from 9 km/h to 15 km/h per subject). The subjects were 22-35
year old males. While they were running, we measured their pulse rates in the last one minute and
asked them to judge their rates of fatigue subjectively according to the RPE table.
Figure 3 shows the results. The abscissa means the workload and the longitudinal axis means
RPE. The workload was derived from the average pulse rate with PRmax and PRrest for each
subject. Each marker in the graph indicates a subject. The coefficient of correlation between the
workload and RPE was 0.869. The results tell us that the workload is in proportion to RPE, and
also that it is possible to estimate one’s subjective fatigue using the workload.
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Fig. 3 Relationship between workload by pulse rate and RPE
while running on a treadmill
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3. Control Method of Sharing a Feeling of Fatigue
3.1 Characteristic Function of Running Speed versus Workload
Even when two people run at same speed, they have different pulse rates, in other words, they
have different athletic abilities. Moreover, even if they were to have the same pulse rate at the
same running speed, their workloads would not always match because the workload depends on
one’s personal PRrest and PRmax. Therefore, we need to confirm the relationship between the
running speed and workload to prove the second assumption.
Yamaji reported that the heart rate increases with the running speed assuming an ordinary
running speed[8,9]. As mentioned in section 2.2, the pulse rate shows a good mutual relationship
with the heart rate. Therefore, we expect the workload driven from the pulse rate to show same
proportionality relationship with the running speed. In an experiment, we asked four males subjects 24-34 year old to run on a treadmill for six minutes at three constant paces. We did the same
test three times on different days to evaluate the variations of the individuals.
Figure 4 indicates results between the running speed and the workload for subject A. The
workload was derived from the average pulse rate in taking the last one minute of each trial. The
graph indicates that there was a proportionality relationship between the running speed and workload. Results from the other subjects showed the same tendency, but they were omitted due to
space limitations. We draw the running speed - workload linear regression line in the graph. The
result on 14 Feb. slightly deflected from the line. We considered that the workload was affected
by the subject’s physical condition because he mentioned that he felt below par during at that day.
Furthermore, some results of the workload during high speed running got up to 100%. Since the
subject jogged regularly, we considered that his true PRmax might have actually larger than PRmax
estimated from his age.
We confirmed that the workload derived from the pulse rate correlated with the subjective
feeling of fatigue in section 2.4. Therefore, if we can adjust the pulse rate by controlling the
running speed, it is likely that we can make a player and a replayer of the RSC system share a
feeling of fatigue. The running speed - workload line can be defined as

WL = a RS + b

(3)

Here, RS is the running speed and WL is the workload. The regression coefficients a and b can
be regarded as personalized parameters of one’s athletic ability. Generally, the personalized running speed - workload line of an excellent runner is mapped at a lower position in the graph. By
obtaining these parameters before RSC use, we can expect a player’s feeling of fatigue to be
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estimated and a replayer’s feeling of fatigue to be controlled with the running speed.
3.2 Method for Sharing a Feeling of Fatigue
Now, we propose our method for sharing a feeling of fatigue between a player and a replayer.
In the following discussion, we call the running speed of the player as the “virtual speed” and the
modified running speed of the replayer as the “real speed.”
Two modification methods can be proposed. One is to control the real speed using a feedback
loop from the workload. In this case, the reference is the player’s workload that is measured with
a pulse rate sensor in real time. The pulse rate of the replayer is also measured in real time, and the
feedback controller adjusts the real speed of the replayer to reduce errors in the workload of both.
The second to modify real speed of the replayer using previously measured running speed - workload lines of the player and replayer. In this case, a speed controller at the replayer’s side just
refers to the running speed of the player in real time.
Using the former feedback method, the feedback controller can exactly match the workload of
the replayer. However, it is feared that the feedback loop can be greatly affected by some mental
factor such as strain or completely unexpected events. On the other hand, the latter method does
not use the pulse rate while running, so it leaves such errors. However, the player and replayer
have to have initiation phase to get the speed-workload line before using RSC. Since we consider
the stability to be important in RSC, we employ the latter method.
We shall discuss the details of the method. Equation 4 denote the personalized speed-workload
line of the player and replayer as:

WLP = aP RSP + bP

WLR = aR RSR + bR

(4)

Here, the lower right subscripts “P” and ‘R” indicate the data names of the player and replayer.
Figure 5 helps to understand the method. We intend to match workloads, so

WLP = WLR
Consequently, substituting equation 4 for equation 5, we get
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(5)

RSR =

aP RSP + bP − bR
aR

(6)

By obtaining the parameters beforehand, the real speed of the replayer (RSR) can be calculated
from the virtual speed of the player (RSP) by equation 6.

4 Validity Evaluation
We tested the proposed method with a trial RSC. In the first experiment, we checked the method
using controlled conditions in a lab, and then we applied the method for a model road race.
4.1 Controlled Conditions
To evaluate the effectiveness of running speed modification for sharing a feeling of fatigue
purely, we did not give the subject any visual or auditory information in the experiment. We set
one subject as the player and the other subjects as replayers on the assumption that the player
would runs at a constant virtual speed.
In advance, we measured the athletic abilities of all subject with the method mentioned in
section 3.1. We had five male subjects 24-35 year old. They were divided into two groups, i.e.
higher ability group (Subjects D, U, H, called group 1) and lower ability group (Subjects M and
A, called group 2) according to their athletic abilities.
At first, the subjects of group 1 were asked to try the system as replayers while regarding
subject A as player. Subject A showed the worst athletic ability, so the subjects in group 1 run at
increased speeds to share the same feeling of fatigue. Correspondingly, the subjects in group 2
were asked to act as replayers while regarding subject D as the player. Subject D has the best
athletic ability, so the subjects of group 2 had to run at reduced speeds. The virtual speed of the
player was set as 8, 9, 10 km/h for group 1 and as 8,10, 12 km/h for group 2. The modified real
speed of each subject is listed in Table 2. The subjects ran at these speeds for six minutes on a
treadmill. We did not give any visual or sound information enabling the subject to presume the
player’s status. After the running, we measured the pulse rate in the last one minute and calculated
the workload from the average pulse rate by using equation 1.
The results are shown in Figure 6. The markers indicate the workloads of the individual subjects. The abscissa denotes the virtual running speed and the longitudinal axis means the workload. The lines indicate the regression lines of each subject. The gray solid line indicates the
property of the player, the black solid lines indicate results of the subjects while they ran at modiTable 2 Modified running speeds under controlled conditions
(a) Real speed of group 1
Virtual speed[km/h]

Subject 8.0
D 10.2
U
9.1
H
8.9

9.0
12.2
10.7
10.4

10.0
14.1
12.3
11.8

(b)Real speed of group 2
Virtual speed[km/h]

Subject
M
A

8.0 10.0
7.5
8.5
6.8 7.8

12.0
9.5
8.9
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fied speeds, and the gray dotted lines indicate the original properties of the subjects.
The graphs tell us that the lines of subjects A, M, D ,and H are matched with the line of the
target player except for subject U. As mentioned in section 2.3, the workload well correlates with
subjective feeling of fatigue, so we consider that a subject can share a feeling with a player by the
proposed method under the controlled condition in a lab.
In addition, the result of subject U means that he actually ran on easier terms than the player.
According to oral statements made by the subject, his physical condition improved a great deal
more in this test than when we measured his property. Therefore we examined whether the result
was affected by fluctuations in the physical conditions. To minimize the effects, we need to develop a new method to measure the personal property of one’s athletic ability instantly. By using
such a method just before a race, both a player and a replayer can share their physical status more
exactly.
4.2 Road Conditions
We also evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed method under road conditions. We recruited long-distance athletes university students and set them in a model marathon race. The race
course was designed on a road around our lab, one lap was 1.4 km, and we asked the runners to
run two laps. They were also asked to run as if running in a real marathon race without any whatif scenarios. One of them wore the sensor unit. The sensor recorded his pace, pulse rate, and what
he was watching and hearing while running. Moreover, we asked him to rate the RPE per section
after the race. His time was 566 seconds, so the average speed is 18.1 km/h. His running speed at
each point was estimated by a post process[2]. Moreover, the property of his athletic ability was
measured in the same way as mentioned above.
Using the data, we then asked six subjects, four males and two females from 18 to 24 years old,
to try the race as replayer regarding the runner who wore the sensors as the player. Their properties of athletic abilities were measured beforehand, and preset into the system. In the experiment,
the visual image and sounds recorded by the sensors wore by the runner were displayed on the 75
inch projection monitor attached just in front of the treadmill. All of the subjects were not trained,
so their abilities were lower than the athlete’s. Therefore, they ran at slower speed than the actual
running speed of the athlete.
Four of the subjects could run the whole distance, but two of them (subject B and D) abandoned
race by themselves due to cramps in the legs. We considered that the reasons for these failures to
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be insufficient warming-up exercises or excessive estimation of their properties. Figure 7 shows
the time series of the workloads of the player and subjects. Although there is slight discordance
around the first rising phase and just before the goal, the workloads of all of the subject are about
equal to the player’s level. One finding of the experiment was that the subjects could share the
same workload level as the athlete by the proposed method.
By checking the agreement between the workload and subjective feeling of fatigue in the model
race, we also asked the subjects about their subjective rates of fatigue by RPE. Because it was
impossible to ask them for RPE while they were running, they answered about RPE while relying
on memory after they finished the race. According, the results were not exact results. We suppose
a margin of error of 2 RPE rating scale as acceptable: If the player gives a rating of “hard,” the
acceptable range is from “very hard” to “somewhat hard.” Figure 8 shows RPE by athlete and
average RPE of the subject who could run the whole distance. The abscissa denotes the section
where they ran on the course, the error bar means standard variation and the gray hatching area
indicates the error margin. The graph shows that subjective rates at seven sections were included
within the margin, that is to say, the subjects could share a feeling of fatigue with the athlete in
these sections using our method. Moreover, we considered that the reason for the wide discrepancy shown in start phase, was because the subjects had not yet gained familiarity with the treadmill in this phase, and the same tendency has been shown in workload in Figure 7, also. As for the
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discrepancies in section F and section C in the second lap, we are unable to offer explanations at
this time. Comparing the previous results under the controlled conditions, we considered that
other factors such as visual or auditory information, race process, and level of familiarity might
affect the subject also.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
We are concerned with how to share a feeling of pain or exhaustion between an athlete and a
viewer in RSC. At first, we introduced the concept of workload as a personalized loading state of
one’s maximum allowable limit of exercise, and defined workload as a function of the pulse rate.
Then, we confirmed that the workload was in proportion to RPE, which indicates the rate of the
runner’s fatigue, and also that it can be adjusted by controlling the running speed from experimental results. Using these results, we developed a new method that is able to regulate the workload of
an athlete and a viewer by controlling the running speed.
We conducted an experiment to the evaluate effectiveness of the method on a pilot system. We
could confirm that subjects who are not trained runner can share the workload with the longdistance athlete.
In the experiment, one subject showed a wide discrepancy in workload matching test. We
considered that this was because fluctuations in his physical condition. To minimize the effects,
we need to develop a method to measure the personal property of one’s athletic ability instantly in
the future. In addition, we employed a widely used simplification technique using the subject’s
age and a magic number. The technique, however, caused slight misses in estimations because
the technique is developed aimed at ordinary people, not at trained athletes. So that, it is also
necessary for the RSC to more exactly and instantly get the maximum pulse rate for the RSC user.
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